


The first park in Delhi NCR 
which is surrounded by a water 
canal and sits on the Yamuna 
waterfront along the Kalindi 
Kunj barrage.
Atlantic Water World is a world class water park in 

Delhi/NCR, offering people the perfect getaway full of fun, 

thrill, sheer excitement and real entertainment.

Being in the heart of South Delhi, it has direct 

connectivity with the entire city. Adjacent to Kalindi Kunj 

Metro Station, it is easily accessible by cabs and public 

transport as well.

With 13 unique and exclusive world class water rides and 

adventure activities, a dedicated kid’s zone, a family pool, 

rain dance and a restaurant to satisfy your taste buds. It 

is a perfect destination to plan a day outing with your 

friends and family.

It is considered to be one of the cleanest, most 

well-maintained water parks in the country, known for its 

family friendly slides and safety. Whether you’re with 

friends or family, you are sure to have the time of your 

life at Atlantic Water World.

All the rides and activities in Atlantic Water World are 

closely monitored by a team of highly trained and skilled 

lifeguards.

About Us
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www.atlanticwaterworld.com
Kalindi Kunj Park Adjacent to Kalindi Kunj Metro Station, New Delhi, 110025

Note: Adventure park
         coming soon.
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Experience thrills & chills in this funnel shaped slide as 

you zoom down 60 feet while sitting on a rubber tube, 

swinging side to side.

Tornado&
Water Park Rides 
         Attractions
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This one's seriously twisted! Drop down and zoom through 

the various twists and turns of this very loopy ride. 

Loopy
Drop down an elevated chute and spin like a fusilli before 

splashing into a giant splash pool below. Not for the faint 

hearted. Are you in the mood for a cyclone?

Storm Eye
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This one is not for the faint hearted. Gravity drops you 

down at incredible speeds. If you love thrills, you are 

surely going to love this.

Gravity
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Ready to see who's the fastest wave rider in your gang? 

Hop on the Racer with two of your friends and show them 

who's the master of speed as you race them down the 

slide.

Racer



Missing Goa and Phuket? Now you can enjoy the 

pleasures of your very own beach in the heart of Delhi. 

Yes, you read it correctly – Delhi. Soak in the sun or laze 

around in our beautiful artificial beach.

Yippee Land
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Beat the heat this summer, enjoy time with your friends 

and family in Atlantic Water World in the rain dance.

Rain Dance
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Why should adults have all the fun? Let your little tots 

enjoy their day in the sun (and the much-needed Vitamin 

D) as they splash about and have a gala time.

Baby Cool
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The family pool is the best attraction in the park for the 

entire family. Be it an adult or a child, swimmer or 

non-swimmer, you can gambol in the shallows and bond 

over smiles and squeals.

Family Pool



Tired from all the fun you're having? Need a break? 

Then how about you hop on a rubber tube and chill out 

while you go around our lazy river? You can be lazy 

without missing out on the fun.

Slow Flow
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Catch the waves and recreate the ambience of the blue 

waters of the Indian Ocean. Paddle in the shallows or ride 

the wow inspiring waves with flotation devices. At the 

end, you come away feeling refreshed.

Wave Attack
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Are you tired of your kids spending hours playing PUBG? 

Here is the perfect way to get them out of their chairs 

and participate in some enduring team building activity. 

It is an absolute enthralling and exhilarating experience.

Paint Ball
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Adventure Rides
          Activities&
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Experience an unforgettable tree-top obstacle course 

through the beautiful trees. Filled with nets, wobbling 

bridges this dizzying array of over 70 aerial challenges 

will leave you wanting more fun for the whole family.

Tree ropes course 
Who doesn’t want to zipline? It’s a completely different 

experience in the city. You are definitely going to be 

taken back by the amazing experience.

Zip line 
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With your arrival here,  get ready to boost up your 

adrenaline for a thrilling experience. Feel your heart 

racing as you prepare to embark on this exhilarating 

activity along with your friends and family.

In this activity,  you will be suspended through a rope all 

you require is to crawl on the rope.

Rope Crossing 
Atlantic Water World offers climbing for every outdoor 

enthusiast and fitness professional in its premises. This 

activity packed with excitement of mountaineering, a full 

body workout, and discovering self-motivation is in store 

to recreate your zest for life. You will be guided by 

certified instructors with all safety equipment.

Wall Climbing
& Rappelling 
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Why should you guys have all the fun a safer,  sounder 

but every bit as exciting zip lining experience for kids.

Zip Lining (kids)
This one will take you straight back to Rishikesh. hold on 

to that rope while you cross the river, safely.

Adventurous
River crossing
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With two level seating and delectable multi-cuisine 

offerings, Atlantic Cafe is here to ensure that the foodie in 

you stays satiated and energy-packed all day long.

Atlantic Café
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Restaurant with a gourmet, vegetarian lunch buffet. Don’t 
forget to check our combo offers.

Buffet Lunch
Restaurant 
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While schools can focus on the academics and 

co-curricular activities to groom the young citizens of the 

nation, Atlantic Water World adds a touch of zest that will 

spice up their daily routine. Our various rides will add 

excitement to even the dull days. As one of the finest 

entertainment destinations in the country, students who 

visit Atlantic Water World are sure to return home 

refreshed and rejuvenated after a day filled with fun, 

frolic and of course, adventure!

Atlantic Water World adheres to the global Safety 

Standards. These international standards are being 

followed by amusements parks worldwide.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTED PACKAGES ARE 
AVAILABLE FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGE.

Best Occasions
ANNUAL FUNCTION

FRESHERS PARTY

FOUNDERS DAY

TEACHERS DAY

DAY OUTING 

For Booking Call: +91 954 000 4091  

Kid’s Fun

"All work and
no play made Jack
a dull boy."
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Celebration of birthdays. We at Atlantic Water World 

understand the importance of birthdays and other such 

occasions and do our utmost to ensure that these 

occasions get etched into your memories for a lifetime.

We shall organize along with the buffet Lunch. These will 

be at the most reasonable of prices so as to make the 

occasion even more memorable

SO IT IS TIME FOR YOU TO, PLAN AND 
CREATE MEMORIES

For Booking Call: +91 954 000 4091    

Birthday
celebration
along with rides.
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In today competitive world the work schedules for the 

employees is hectic in order to achieve their targets on 

time Therefore, it's time to motivate the employees in a 

thrilling way, ATLANTIC WATER WORLD is an ultimate 

destination where we organize outings and events that 

create the right environment to encourage them.

APART FROM GIVING YOU THE 
WONDERFUL RIDES' EXPERIENCE, WE 
ALSO ARRANGE :
CORPORATE DAY OUTS

CORPORATE FAMILY DAY OUTS

CORPORATE EVENTS AND PROMOTIONS 

TEAM BUILDING

CORPORATE CLIENTS DAY OUTS

For Booking Call: +91 954 000 4091    

Corporate
get togethers at
water park
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Had an amazing time at Atlantic water world all the 

rides are super amazing. You can have a really great 

time with your family and friends. One should 

definitely visit.

This is fun to be there with friends and family; I 

enjoyed a lot there in rides and with water 

I have been to this amazon place. Totally in love with 

that. It’s a fun place to chill out with family and 

friends. So do plan your visit at the earliest.

Went there with my friends and loved the rides and 

ambience. The staff is courteous and best part the 

water was clean! Will definitely visit again.

I am in love with the place. It’s the most amazing 

water park ever. I had so much fun there. It has 

some super amazing rides which are scary but gives 

you an adrenaline rush. Also the safety and security 

measure are well taken care of. The kids’ zone is also 

amazing in case you plan to visit with your family. All 

in all I loved my experience there.

You are really looking to beat the heat this summer, 

this is the place. Wow just amazing slides with 

well-maintained pools and the locker security is just 

next level. I recommend you guys must visit this place 

with your family, friends or even your girlfriend. You 

will experience the best day.

Experience
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Kalindi Kunj Park, Adjacent to Kalindi Kunj Metro Station, 

New Delhi (South Delhi)-110025

www.atlanticwaterworld.comFor Booking Call:   +91 954 000 4091  


